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By Audiolearn Medical Content Team

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English. Brand new Book. AudioLearn's Medical School Crash Courses presents
Immunology Written by experts and authorities in the field and professionally narrated for easy
listening, this crash course is a valuable tool both during school and when preparing for the USMLE,
or if you're simply interested in the subject of human Immunology. The audio is focused and high-
yield, covering the most important topics you might expect to learn in a typical medical school
Immunology course. Included are both capsule and detailed explanations of critical issues and
topics you must know to master the course. The material is accurate, up to date, and broken down
into bite-sized sections. There is a Q&A and a key takeaways section following each topic to review
questions commonly tested and drive home key points. Also included is a comprehensive test
containing the top 100 most commonly tested questions in Immunology with the correct answers.
In this course, we'll cover the following topics: Overview of the human immune response innate
immunity Antigens and antibodies Adaptive immunity and the T cell Adaptive immunity and the B
cell The chemistry of the immune response- Cytokines and complement...
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ReviewsReviews

An extremely amazing book with lucid and perfect reasons. It is actually writter in easy words and phrases and never confusing. Your life period will likely
be transform the instant you full looking over this ebook.
-- Tracy Keeling-- Tracy Keeling

This publication can be worth a read through, and far better than other. It normally will not charge too much. Your life period will likely be enhance as soon
as you comprehensive reading this article pdf.
-- Joyce Boyle-- Joyce Boyle
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